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Transport & Mixing: Diffusion & flow
— the Péclet number

Mixing solutions almost needs a combination of flow and diffusion.
The Péclet number is a way of comparing the effects of flow and

diffusion
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Transport: molecules moving from A to B

Over a distance H, diffusion
takes a time

τD ∼
H2

D

If there is flow at speed v ,
flow takes a time

τF ∼
H

v

If H doubles, τD increases by
factor of 4.

In practice, this means that
transport over distances > 1 mm is
almost always via flow — diffusion is
too slow.

D of CO2 in water = 10−9m2/s, so
to diffuse 1 m takes 109s ' 30 years!

Over lengthscales of micrometers
and below, diffusion often dominates
but flow can still be important
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The Péclet number, Pe

Pe measures which of diffusion or
flow dominates transport

Pe =
diffusion time

flow time
=

vH

D

Pe� 1 — flow faster
Pe� 1 — diffusion faster

Dimensionless ratios often determine
both the dominant mechanism and
the outcome

Jean Claude Eugène Péclet
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Diffusion

Random walk from Wikimedia

Diffusion is where molecule in a
fluid follows a random walk path,
with root-mean-square distance
increasing as t1/2.

For water molecules in water
D ∼ 10−8m2/s
For salt ions in water
D ∼ 10−9m2/s
For small globular protein water
D ∼ 10−10m2/s
Membrane proteins in membranes
are orders of magnitude slower
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Mixing

We often need to mix things, eg
protein solutions with solutions
of precipitants. Start with
separate solutions and want to
end up well-mixed, i.e., uniform
concentrations of proteins and of
precipitants (salts, polymers,
etc).
Physics of mixing not at all
trivial, typically flow on long
lengthscales, then diffusion on
smaller lengthscales.

Mixing two miscible liquids on
lengthscales of cms, note
turbulent mixing (= swirls).

Wikimedia
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Flow in mixing: turbulent and laminar
Fast flow on large lengthscales
becomes turbulent (=swirls,
eddies, etc). Turbulence is great
for mixing, swirls rapidly mix
liquids.

Re � 1 possible for water-like
fluids with lengthscales of cms
and above, eg, for L = 1 cm, and
v = 1 cm/s

Re =
103 × 10−2 × 10−2

10−3
100� 1

But for lengthscales mm or less,
it is hard to achieve Re� 1, then
have laminar flow — no swirls
and so no mixing.

Reynolds number

Re =
ρvL

η

ρ ' 103kg/m3 — mass density
v = velocity
L = lengthscale η = viscosity.
Pure water viscosity ' 10−3Pa s,
but with high surfactant
concentrations, η can be much
higher

Condition for turbulence,
Reynolds number Re � 1
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Laminar flow

Laminar Flow movie
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Laminar flow does not mix!

As flows with lengthscale L . 1 mm are laminar (at reasonable
speeds), so mixing at lengthscales L . 1 mm is typically via
diffusion.

For salt D ∼ 10−9m2/s

diffusion timescale for 1 mm ∼ (10−3)2

10−−9
∼ 103 s ∼ 10 min

In systems using microfluidics can push L down to 0.1 mm → 1 s
mixing times, but very hard to mix quicker than that

Impossible to mix instantly, typically takes minutes plus
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Membrane proteins diffuse slowly

In a simple artificial
lipid bilayer, at low
concentrations,
typical values for
small membrane
proteins are
∼ µm2/s, i.e.,
∼ 1000 times slower
than D for salts.

In cell membranes,
and at high
concentrations in
membrane D may
be much smaller.

Ramadurai et al, JACS 2009
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Mixing membrane proteins

Assuming Re� 1 mixing can be achieved down to lengthscales of a
few mm, then rely on diffusion to mix, timescale for mixing then

mixing time ∼ length2

D
∼ 10−6

10−12
∼ 300 h > 10 days

Mixing membrane proteins in lipid bilayers can be very slow.
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Summary of mixing

How fast the protein molecules, lipids, salt ions, polymers, ...., go
from A to B, matters. Diffusion typically dominates at lengthscales
� 1 mm and flow dominates large lengthscales (cm +).

For slow moving things in viscous environments (membrane
proteins?) very hard to mix things in less than hours.

Transport may be so slow that it is that dominates rates, eg of
crystal growth.
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Application to crystal growth:
Damköhler number

A growing crystal needs to add molecules. This involves: a) the
molecule arriving at the crystal, b) the molecule attaching to the

crystal. One or both may limit the rate of crystal growth. A
Damköhler number compares these processes
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Damköhler number: diffusion versus binding to crystal

In crystallisation,
transport, typically
diffusion, to the
surface of the
growing crystal may
be slow, take time
τDIFF

In protein crystals,
process of one
protein molecule
adding to the
growing lattice may
be slow, take time
τADD
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Damköhler number: diffusion versus binding to crystal

Ratio of diffusion to addition time defines a type of Damköhler
(dimensionless) number:

Damköhler number Da =
τDIFF

τADD

We expect whichever process is slower to be the one that sets the
rate of crystal growth

Da � 1 transport to growing crystal limits growth rate

Da � 1 slow kinetics of protein binding to crystal limits growth rate
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Diffusiophoresis: Diffusion of
membrane proteins in presence of

gradients in concentration of salts,
lipids

diffusion of one species can be accelerated by concentration
gradients in other species
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Diffusiophoresis
Diffusiophoresis is the spontaneous motion of particles or
molecules, eg proteins, in a fluid (eg water), induced by a
concentration gradient of a different substance, eg a salt.

Protein (blue)
moves at speed vdp
due to gradient in
another component
(red), while both
are in a solvent
(green).
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Diffusiophoresis-accelerated mixing

Microfluidics experiment in
which (fluorescently labelled)
charged colloidal particles is
fed into centre of channel,
buffer fed into left and right
of channel

Colloid diffuses slowly out
from centre of channel —
bright region widens out
downstream

Abécassis et a., Nature Mat. 2008
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Diffusiophoresis-accelerated mixing

Microfluidics experiment in
which (fluorescently labelled)
charged colloidal particles is
fed into centre of channel,
salt solution fed into left and
right of channel

Diffusiophoresis accelerates
rate at which colloid moves
out from centre of channel —
bright region widens out
rapidly downstream

Abécassis et a., Nature Mat.
2008
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Diffusiophoresis-accelerated mixing

Abécassis et a., Nature Mat. 2008
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Conclusion for: Diffusiophoresis-accelerated mixing

In colloidal suspensions, it is clear diffusiophoresis due to gradients
in salts etc can speed up or slow down mixing by large amounts,
and this is useful, eg helps in the rinse cycle of washing machines
(Shin et al, Phys Rev Applied 9, 034012 (2018)).

Size of affect unknown when mixing membrane protein solutions
with precipitants, but these are mixtures of components with very
different mobilities (proteins in membranes move a lot slower than
small ions in water) so at least some phoresis is inevitable.
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Conclusion for transport

1. Mixing solutions is an everyday thing, but it is surprisingly
complex

2. Reaching the supersaturated state needed for crystallisation,
starting from an undersaturated state, is not done by magic,
there is an often complex pathway between the two states.

3. We know crystallisation is very sensitive to almost everything,
so it is reasonable to assume that this pathway matters.
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